
Bring tax advisory          
to the next level with us

We need a DevOps/Cloud Engineer (M/F/X)

Who we are
Taxy.io is an award-winning tech startup and RWTH Aachen spin-off that brings tax advice to 
the next level with artificially intelligent software.

What are your tasks

What we look for
The team of Taxy.io is looking for DevOps/Cloud Engineers (m/f/x) who will need to have 
experience in scripting, container solutions, cloud computing, automation frameworks and 
deployment of pipelines.

Your profile:
3+ years experience of having worked in a related field (System administration,                     
development, infrastructure and scripting)
Excellent degree in Computer Science, or a related field, or equivalent alternative education 
Excellent scripting skills, in particular in Bash and Python
Several years of experience with container solutions (Docker, Kubernetes), as well as cloud 
computing (AWS, Azure, or similar)
Experience with automation frameworks (Ansible, Chef, Puppet)
Experience in the development of continuous integration and deployment of pipelines
Understanding of IT security and data protection concepts
Strong interest in new technologies and willingness to learn new things
Very good knowledge of English and good knowledge of German

EXPERIENCE
3+ years 

START DATE
As soon as possible

LOCATION
Cologne, Germany

Ensuring (24/7) high availability and scalability of the respective platform
Support over the entire life cycle, from requirements management to ongoing  operation 
and further development of all subsequent systems
Build automation for the deployment and further development of all CI/CD processes and 
environments
Stable operation of IT services including testing, monitoring, error analysis, fault clearance 
and logging as well as subsequent technical documentation
Application management for the transfer of new features to make them ready for the market
Maintenance of the development environments and support of the development processes



Bring tax advisory          
to the next level with us

Contact
Please submit your CV, desired starting date and a salary expectation to CIO Sven Weber 
hr@taxy.io and include “DevOps/Cloud Engineer” in the subject line.

For more information about us you can visit our website https://www.taxy.io/ 

Supported by

What you can expect

Implementation of the latest developments from NLP research into practice

Dealing with responsibility and working as a member of a great agile team consisting of 
tech experts, data scientists and experienced startup managers

Working in a young company developing innovative products in the legal and tax sector 

with the chance to disrupt an industry

The opportunity to grow professionally and personally 

Flexible working hours and places

A beautiful and central o�ce located in Cologne’s Mediapark 

A competitive salary

Having fun

https://www.taxy.io/

